
3M Home Collection for The Container Store

Written by Teresa Choca

With our hectic lifestyles and sometimes unpredictable schedules, staying organized can be a challenge. That’s why 3M created an exclusive
line of products for The Container Store that help you keep track of your schedules, remember appointments, and display notes and artwork
anywhere with no cumbersome nails or magnets necessary. Here are a few of our favorite items.

 

 

 

 

 

Post-it Shopping Organizer

 

 Finally a simple way to get organized for any shopping trip! We like that it comes with a Post-it Super Sticky List Pad that’s secured with
restickable foam tape so you can easily stick it to your fridge and grab it when you’re ready to go. It also has a removable pocket that’s great
for keeping track of receipts and coupons. $14.99.

 

 

Post-it Reminder Tiles
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 These nifty little tiles made from white-washed wood provide a chic, easy way to keep track of your Post-it Notes when they’re beginning to pile
up. Use the Command Strips to place the Post-it Reminder Tile on any smooth surface or wall. You can use to different colors to keep track of
notes by family member, days of the week, or events. $8.99.

 

 

Post-it Reminder Tags 

 

Even though it seems as if our buzzing phones are constantly providing calendar updates, they can be easily forgotten or overlooked. With
Post-it Reminder Tags, you can write yourself a little note and have a tangible reminder looped around your handbag, backpack, or wrist. $3.99.

 

 

 

Scotch Display Frame

 

 These provide an instant and stylish way to frame artwork, photos, school schedules, and more that can be hung anywhere without using nails
or tacks. They eliminate the worry of wall damage and make switching out artwork or important papers as simple as slipping a new piece into
the pocket. $6.99.
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